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Introduction
 Head movement relative to probe and tongue

compression can introduce measurement errors.
 Special restraining equipment and head tracking methods

are used in some labs.
 These are potentially expensive, space-consuming, and

may inhibit natural speech.
 Is there a better solution? If head movement and tongue

compression are minimal, a simple, cheap setup is
sufficient.

 If some sounds result in more head movement than
others, stimuli construction and data analysis can take
this into account.

Setup in Other Labs

USF UBC U of Maryland

U of Arizona Namdaran - field UQAM

Gick, Bird & Wilson (2005)
 Head movement & tongue compression

studied using Optotrak & ultrasound
 1 English subject saying 30 sentences
 Head leaning against 2-cup headrest
 Probe held completely rigid by

mechanical arm

Gick et al. (2005) - Results
 Head movement: sig. differences in range of

head movement between [i], [E], and rest
position, but only along vertical axis and in nod-
rotation

 Tongue compression: no sig. correlations
between head position & tongue position within
each of the 3 contexts

 Conclusions: 1. A simple, effective way to limit
head movement is to provide a rear headrest
for the subject. 2. No sig. tongue compression.
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Our Study
 Testing extremely cost-effective setup: subjects

seated on stool, leaning head against wall with
probe held on microphone stand

 Data from 9 Japanese subjects
 120 sentences for 7 subjects; 90 sentences for

the other 2 subjects
 Used about 240 tongue images per subject for

measurement
 Analyzed 4 contexts: [a], [i], [o], and rest

position

Method: Subjects
 7 male undergraduates at U of Aizu (all in

early twenties)
 2 female visitors to the university (both

age 47)
 All native speakers of Japanese with 6-7

years exposure to EFL in public school

Method: Stimuli
 4 trials of 30 short Japanese sentences

each; each trial had the same 30
sentences rearranged in random order

村田さんの趣味はゲーム (“Mr. Murata’s
favorite pastime is playing video
games.”)

 Stimuli presented to subjects in
automatic PowerPoint presentation, one
sentence at a time

Method: Data Collection
 3D positional data of 12 markers (3mm

hemispherical) collected using Vicon MX
infrared motion capture system

 Movies of tongue simultaneously
collected with Toshiba Famio 8
ultrasound

 Subjects unaware of purpose of
experiment – simply told to keep head
touching wall during trials

Method: Marker Placement Experimental Set-up: Vicon MX
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Example Ultrasound Data Data Analysis: Head Movement
 All 3D marker data was loaded into

MATLAB for analysis
 Range of movement of centre glasses

marker relative to top of probe was
calculated in x-, y-, and z-dimensions

 Calculations done for 5 cases: overall, [a]
in “san”, [i] in “shumi”, [o] in “no”, and
speech rest position

Results: Head Movement
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Data Analysis: Tongue Compression
 Still frames were extracted from the

ultrasound movies using Final Cut
Express HD

 These images and the 3D marker data
were loaded into MATLAB for analysis

 Distance from probe-top to glasses was
compared to distance from probe-top to
tongue (along true vertical)

Results: Tongue Compression
Pairwise: {Head to Probe} vs. {Tongue to Probe}

[a] [i] [o] rest

120 tokens 20 tokens 44 tokens 52 tokens
Corr. = 0.4272 Corr. = 0.5723 Corr. = 0.1380 Corr. = 0.0340

ONE EXAMPLE SUBJECT

Conclusions
 There is a fairly substantial degree of

overall head movement (up-down & right-
left) relative to the probe during data
collection - even when the subject is
leaning against a wall.

 Head movement is greatest for [a] and
least for [i]

 Tongue compression does not seem to
be a factor affecting data accuracy


